ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
GENERAL ASSEMBLY

FIFTY-FIFTH SESSION

BILL NO. 55-11

INTRODUCED BY: IANCIO  SECONDED BY: GREENLEAF

A BILL TO: Advocate to bring Freenters Free Printing Solution to MSU

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ENACT:

WHEREAS, Printing for students can run from $.07 - $.10 per page which can result in extremely high printing expenses burdened by students throughout the year; and,

WHEREAS, Freenters is a company that can offer a free printing solution for students by printing ads/coupons which are mostly derived from local businesses within student documents every 4th printed page; and,

WHEREAS, The advertisement would not interfere with the students printing as it is on a separate page and students have the option of whether or not they would like to receive ads in exchange for free printing; and,

WHEREAS, MSU would have the ability control which advertisements can be shown to students through an approval mechanism that Freenters provides MSU and installation of the software works easily through PaperCut, the printing software already utilized by MSU; and,

WHEREAS, The company can make printing more sustainable on MSU’s campus by paying for the total environmental impact of the usage of trees for printing by replanting trees representative of the print volume at MSU; therefore be it,

RESOLVED, ASMSU empowers the Office of Finance and Operations to advocate for MSU and MSU IT to adopt Freenters technology to provide a free printing option for students and make MSU a more sustainable campus.

INTRODUCED ON  October 11, 2018

REFERRED TO  Academic  COMMITTEE ON  10/11/18

COMMITTEE ACTION  X  PASSED  FAILED  DATE  10/11/18

FINAL ACTION TAKEN  X  PASSED  FAILED  VOTE  DATE  36-0-0  10/18/18

Kulilus  VPIA